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Integer Only Kernels on Transformers
● Transformer models like ViT[1] and DeiT[2] have gained attention in the field of computer 

vision tasks. 
○ Deploying them to edge devices requires low energy-consumption and latency integer kernels

● For Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), integer kernels are easy to implement for ReLU 
and BatchNorm

● For Transformers, 
○ Softmax requires integer exp() function
○ GELU requires integer erf() function
○ LayerNorm requires taking mean and standard deviation (sqrt() function) during inference.

● We use polynomials to approximate the calculations (e.g. exp, erf, sqrt) and perform them on 
the quantized integer domain [3].
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Challenges on edge devices

● The polynomial approximations normally requires 64 bits integers for 
calculation[1, 2], while 64 bit operations like vmul, vmulh are seldomly 
supported on edge devices instruction sets (Neon [3], SVE/SVE2 [4]). 
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Truncation problems when performing int32 polynomials

● Softmax: 
○ left shift (exp map decimal to int), and 
○ final normalization

● LayerNorm: division in normalization
● GELU: overflow in 3rd order polynomials



Softmax

● Dillema : Left shift too little vs. left shift too much
● Solution: Requantize the range of operators to 32-M*, where M* is the desired 

left-shift bits from an additional calibration or optimization (next slide).



Choosing the number of bits for left shifts M*

● Loss-based:  Using the M with lowest mean squared error between floating 
point softamx and integer softmax.

● Output-oriented: use a calibration to collect the floating point gaps
○ The target is to make the unit of the last place (ulp) less than the minimum gap δmin



LayerNorm

● Similar to Softmax, the division may cause truncation problems

● Because LayerNorm numerator not involving polynomials, thus it requires 
less bits. Simply setting M= 32-17 works well in LayerNorm



Channel-wise [1] Quantized LayerNorm Better Than 
Tensor-wise?
● Channel-wise quantization in Layernorm means that every channel c has 

different quantization parameters sc and zc, i.e., different quantization 
domains,

● Tensor-wise quantization, uses the same s and z for all channels
● Some work [1] report a better accuracy whenusing 8 bit channel-wise 

quantization in LayerNorm
● However, LayerNorm calculates mean and standard deviation across all 

channels, this needs to bring all the channels into the same quantization 
domain. Thus channel-wise quantization in LayerNorm is not meaningful, and 
introduces additional domain alignment costs.
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GELU

● Since GELU is more complicated than Softmax, it requires 3rd order 
polynomials to be accurate.

● This results in overflow during multiplications.
● By requantizing the #bits of inputs to lower than 10, GELU avoids overflow.



Experiment results

● When testing on ImageNet, our 
method consistently outperform 
other integer quantization 
methods.

● While partial integer 
quantizations bring minor 
inference latency improvements, 
our method significantly reduces 
the latency. 



Ablation study

● Our integer-only kernels have 
3~5 times speed up compared 
with full-precision kernels when 
tested on two ARM CPUs A13 
and M1
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